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fluid on Saturday last, owing to
the vessels on the inside ponrin,2’
blood into it; thus rendering
the operation, as far as we can

judge at .present, completely
ineffectual.
JOHN LONGHURST, who was

admitted into this hospital under
the care of Sir ANTHONY CAR-
LISLE, a month ago, with a frac-
tured patella, is recoverld- very
rapidly ; the bone is united

closely, so much so, that instead
of the depression felt usually
i-n these cases on its surface, a
small narrow edge is plainly
perceived, thus clearly proving
that the two portions of bone
are adhering to each other, by
an osseous deposit having taken
place, and that the mode of

treating- such cases, by bringing
the fractured parts together, is
superior to any in use at the
present day. 

’

I No accidents of importance
have been admitted here since
our last report.

NOTICE TO CORRESPONDENTS.

W. W. is entitled to our sincere thanks;
if he will call at NEW CHURCH COURT
he will find a letter for him.

We will comply with Y.’s request, and
give a case in Latin next week.

We are obliged to X. for his suggestion,
but bronchia, in the plural, is not a

typographical error ; the Greek word
from which it derives its origin is

&bgr;po&ggr;&khgr;io&ngr;, and therefore the plural is

bronchia---bronchi&aelig; is not correct.

The Index to Vol. 1. was published
with the first number of Vol. II.&mdash;It is

again out of print, but will be reprinted
in a few days.
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